RED WINE

GLASS BOTTLE

CONSIGNA TEMPRANILLO

500

2500

TILIA CAB. SAUVIGNON

500

2650

SPAIN
The bouquet combines the aromas of black and red berries,
a perfect balance of tannins and fruits

ARGENTINA
Deep Ruby/Purple colour, blackberry and plum with a touch of
coffee and pepper aromas with hint of fruit forwad flavour and
medium tannin and smooth

PENAMONTE 2014

600

2700

SPAIN
Clean, Fresh, Fruity flavor with hints of wood ageing, the struce
is well-developed with a long after taste.

CANCHALES TEMPRANILLO

600

2800

Deep plum color,aromas of sweet cherry and raspberry and a
palate full of vibrant fruit with a hint of tannins on the finish

VEGA REAL ROBLE
(RIBERA DEL DUERO)

600

2900

SPAIN
Bright dark clear violet color attractive aromas of coffee gelato,
dark cherry tart and coffee with a glycerous vibrant dryish
medium to full body and a warming finish.

LONG ROW SHIRAZ

600

3000

AUSTRALIA
Ripe berry and fruit aromas with note of spice and pepper. It’s
medium-bodied fruity style, fine talc and a smooth fruity finish.

MONTE REAL RIOJA RESERVA 		

3200

SPAIN
A Silky smooth Reserva with layers of ripe strawberry and
blackberry and a lovely savoury finish with fine oak in the
background,full bodied wine

KANONKOP KADETTE PINOTAGE 		

3200

SOUTH AFRICA
A complex wine with hints of red fruit and mocha flavors ,elegant
tannin structures with a good length and full bodied.

RAMON BILBAO CRIANZA RIOJA 		

3200

SPAIN
Bright deep cherry red with intense aromas of black berries and
touches of coconut. It is fresh and beautifully balanced in the
mouth.

35 SOUTH CABERNET SAUVIGNON		

3400

CHILE
Reminiscent of port wine gums plum and menthol, medium body
with the palate replaying the aromas

FRANSCHOEK MERLOT		

3500

SOUTH AFRICA
Has attractive nose of plum and black cherry tinged with herbal
tea and gentle oak spice

SAN VALENTIN GARNACHA		

3600

SPAIN
Dark cherry color with violet gleam of a young wine attractive
and intense aroma of blackberry jam, flowery hints of violet and
rose. Smooth silky fruity palate.

PECAN STREAM PEBBLE HILL		

3800

SOUTH AFRICA
It’s a medium bodied style and aroma are intense combination of
leather spices, bitter cherry and cloves

CONNOISSEUR SELECTION

CONNOISSEUR SELECTION

MANDRAROSSA NERO D’ AVOLA

4400

MUGA BLANCO

4200

BOSCHENDAL PAVILLION BLEND

4500

M. CHAPOUTIER BELLERUCHE BLANC

4500

HAUT CABRIERE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR

4900

LEYDA VINEYARD SAUVIGNON BLANC

5700

OYSTER BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC

5800

FAIRVIEW VIOGNIER

5800

RED WINE
TORRES CORONA TEMPRANILLO		

3900

SPAIN
Briliant dark ruby red wine, delicate floral ( Wildros e) and fruit
(cherry) notes are joined by a fascinating balsamic notes (cedar
wood). Intense and expressive on the palate, with elegant tannins
framed by toasted oak.

CASTILLO DE MOLINA
CABERNET SAUVIGNON		

4000

CHILE
Full bodied, tannin blackcurrant notes, ripe cranberry notes spicy
bright vanilla notes.

ITALY
A bold and unique wine which is full bodied on the palate with
flavours of black cherry,wild plum and licorice ending with a
smooth hint of vanilla.

SOUTH AFRICA
An attractive blend with liberal tasting of dark fruit aromas spiced
up subtle toasty vanilla oak tones. The palate is perfectly balanced
and soft with juicy dark berry.

WHITE WINE

SPAIN
Complex and toasted aromas with fresh, vibrant fruits, give way to
zesty lime spicy and vanilla toasted oak flavour
FRANCE
Has green apple hawthorn and white blossom citrus aromas and
exotic fruits
SOUTH AFRICA
It is enticing blend of chardonnay and pinot noir shows elegant
fruits underlined by firms and acidity. You will find an abundance
of zesty fruit most notably white peach, lychee and red fruit with a
delectable full mouth feel and balance.

FAIRVIEW SHIRAZ

4700

PLANETA PLUMBAGO
NERO D’ AVOLA

4800

PROTOS ROBLE ( RIBERA DEL DUERO)

4900

M. CHAPOUTIER BELLERUCHE ROUGE

5100

CATENA MALBEC

5500

COONAWARA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

6000

WATERFORD STATE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

6500

PAPILLION BRUT

3000

LEYDA PINOT NOIR

6600

CHILE
Has red acid fruit together with spiciness and floral, the tannins are
soft sweet and well rounded.

SOUTH AFRICA
a light dry blended fruit sparkling wine with subtle pear and
mineral characters whiffs of citrus ,peach and apple.succulent dry
finish

KEVIN ARNOLD SHIRAZ

7800

MM RESERVA CAVA

3800

CHILE
Intense and elegant wine with aromas of tropical fruit and
grapefruit with fresh aroma in the palate

SOUTH AFRICA
Intense aromas of mulberry, spices and red currant. The palate
is seamless and full-bodied classic dry tannins containing the
voluptuous nature.

SPAIN
Delicate with fine strawberry fruit aromas and elegant flavors silky
long and satisfying finish.

GRAHAM BECK SPARKLING

6200

ALAMOS CHARDONNAY		
3200

MUGA RESERVA RIOJA

8000

SOUTH AFRICA
An inviting nose full of lightly yeasty aromas, fresh gentle lime
fruit, giving the wine a creamy texture on the finish.

MOET & CHANDON

12500

WHITE WINE
CONSIGNA CHARDONNAY

GLASS BOTTLE
500

2500

SPAIN
Intense aroma of apple, peach fennel and tropical fruits.well
balanced wine

CHALKHILL SEMILLION CHARDONAY 500

2500

AUSTRALIA
A fresh lively crispy dry white wine displaying perfectly intergrated
characters of the semillion chardonay varieties fuller stone fruit
and creamy.

LONG ROW SAUVIGNON BLANC

600

2500

AUSTRALIA
Pale white gold with attaractive olive green hues,ripe passion fruit
and citrus characters,has along clean finish.

EL COTO RIOJA BLANCO

600

2650

SPAIN
Well balanced with body and refreshing touch of tartness, pleasant
acidity combines perfectly with an exquisite after taste of flowers,
fruits and fine herbs

LONG ROW

600

2800

AUSTRALIA
Crystal clear with a pale hue.Aromas of crisp apple and fresh fruits
burst through.light ,sweet aromatic wine.

RAMON BILBAO WHITE VERDEJO

600

2900

SPAIN
Fruity & soft pear flavor, overall very well balanced & exceptionally
with the food

FRANSCHOEK SAUVIGNON BLANC		

2900

35 SOUTH SAUVIGNON BLANC

3200

SOUTH AFRICA
Has tropical aroma tinged with capsicum with attraction of cape
gooseberry, grapefruit and pineapple fruit with a lingering finish.

ARGENTINA
Has flavors of peach, vanilla ande almond which marry
harmoniously with toasty oak.

VEIGA NAUM CRAIS
BAIXAS ALBARINO

3900

SPAIN
Nicely combines fruits & floral notes on the nose with good
aromatic utensils, Pleasant finish that is fragrant and persisten.

SOUTH AFRICA
Has a pure beam of raspberry and red currant fruit, full-bodied
and smooth.

ITALY
Deep red with purple tones, abundant aromas of red fruit, plum
and ripe blackberry typical of western
SPAIN
Flavorful, Fruity, toasty with round tannins and good finish. It
offers aromas of plum and blackberry with hints of cedar

FRANCE
Has aromas of red fruits and spices, grey pepper with a great
structure with firm and silky tannins

ARGENTINA
High-pitched aroma of licorice minerals and bitter chocolate.
Concentrated and pure on the palate

AUSTRALIA
Has pristine dark berry/cassis aromas, fine grained tannins and a
rich chocolaty wine with age.

SOUTH AFRICA
Cedar wood, lead pencil and cassis, a classic helderberry cab.
Sauvignon. Showing stone earthly structured wine a firm natural
acidity to a balanced finish.

SPAIN
It is enticing and complex nose of pain grille pencil lead and
blackberry leads into and elegant wine layer of flavor fruits and
sweet with ripe and integrated tannins and lengthy finish

CHILE
Intense and fruity on the nose with citrus aromas of grapefruity
and mandarin
NEW ZEALAND
Has a powerful and aromatic nose entices with zesty, citrus
tropical and gooseberry notes well balanced and refreshing

SOUTH AFRICA
Pear drop and jasmine blossom aromas with fresh pear flavours
combined with a nutmeg spice and lingering fruit.

ROSÉ

SOUTH AFRICA

GLASS BOTTLE

PAVILLION SHIRAZ ROSE

500

2600

BERRY BUSH ROSE

500

2600

CHAMPAGNE
& SPARKLING WINE

FRANCE
Has green apple and brioche on the nose and racy acidity on the
palate. This champagne will leave your taste bud craving for more.
Crisp and clean with aromas and flavor, an excellent aperitif.

